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1 Abstract

The performance of eight WordNet-based semantic similarity/relatedness
measures for word prediction in conversational speech was evaluated. We
give a ranking of the different measures which shows that the performance
of the measures differs significantly for noun and verb prediction. We also
varied the dialog context and used cross part-of-speech comparison.

2 Introduction

The recognition of conversational speech is a hard problem. Semantic re-
latedness measures can improve speech recognition performance when using
contextual information, as Demetriou [5] has shown. The standard n-gram
approach in language modeling for speech recognition cannot cope with long
distance dependencies [4]. Therefore J. Bellegarda [2] proposed combining
n-gram language models, which are effective for predicting local dependen-
cies, with latent semantic analysis for long distance dependencies. WordNet-
based semantic relatedness measures can be used for word prediction using
long distance dependencies, as in these examples from our experiments:

(1) B: I I well, you should see what the �students�
B: after they torture them for six �years� in middle �school� and

high �school� they don’t want to do anything in �college�
particular.
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In this example the word college can be predicted from the noun context
using semantic relatedness measures, here between students and college. A
3-gram model would give a ranking for college in the context of anything
in. An 8-gram would predict college from they don’t want to do anything in,
but the strongest predictor is students.

(2) B: everyone who’s who’s extra busy, of course, you know who’s
�doing� the �cooking�, like tonight it was Benny and me.

A: mm.

B: I �mean� e- so all the �people� who are �working�.

In example (2) working can be predicted from people, cooking and doing,
since for verbs we use the verbs and nouns in the context.

In addition to such predictions based on semantic relatedness there is an-
other type of prediction which relies on WordNet’s morphological analyzer.
In these predictions a word is predicted if the word itself or an inflection
occurs in the context.

Many different relatedness/similarity measures for WordNet have been
proposed. Here we evaluate the performance of these measures for word
prediction in conversational speech. We want to use these measures for
speech recognition hypothesis rescoring, which can be done on word graphs
or n-best lists. For the rescoring of word graphs one has to proceed in a left-
to-right manner, while it is possible to use the whole sentence as a context
when rescoring n-best lists. Therefore we defined two context measures for
the performance evaluation. The first measure defines the relatedness of a
word and a context (Definition 4) and can be used for word graph and n-best
list rescoring. The second measure defines the relatedness between a word,
a sentence, and a context (Definition 6) and can be used for rescoring of
n-best lists, where the whole sentence can be used as an additional context
for measuring the relatedness. For the sake of simplicity we use the term
sentence here. Actually we add the bag of words in a dialog turn in the
CallHome corpus to the context, which is not necessarily a sentence in any
syntactic sense.

As an evaluation corpus we used five dialogs from the English CallHome
corpus. The corpus was tagged using a trigram tagger and the Brown Cor-
pus, and the content words (nouns, verbs) were extracted.

Most relatedness measures do not work across different parts of speech,
e.g. one cannot calculate the relatedness between a verb and a noun directly,
so we did not use cross part-of-speech comparison in the first run. WordNet
has four part-of-speech tags - nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. This is
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already simplified in comparison to the output of the part-of-speech tagger.
We used only nouns and verbs because most measures do not work for
adjectives and adverbs.

We want to apply our results to multiparty dialogs. Therefore we used
the whole dialog context (two speakers), as well as the subdialog contexts
(one speaker), which are only the monologs in our case.

3 WordNet-Based Semantic Relatedness Measures

For our evaluation we used eight relatedness/similarity measures from the
Perl package WordNet Similarity written by T. Pedersen et.al. [12]. The
measures res [13], lin [10] and jcn [7] are based on the information content,
the measures lch [9], wup [14] and path use path lengths between two words
in the WordNet graph, and hso [6] and lesk [1] allow for comparison across
part-of-speech boundaries.

Here we will only explain the relatedness measures that perform best in
our experiments. First we define the information content of a concept and
the least common subsumer (LCS), where:

...the LCS of concepts A and B is the most specific concept that
is an ancestor of both A and B. [12]

chemical element metal

nickel gold

substance

crystal

solid
Hypernym

Hyponym

Figure 1: Fragment of WordNet taxonomy

In Figure 1 common subsumers of the concepts nickel and gold are chem-
ical element, metal, substance etc. But because WordNet allows multiple
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inheritance nickel and gold have two least common subsumers chemical ele-
ment and metal.

Definition 1 Information content

IC(c) � − log(
freq(c)

N
)

The information content of a concept IC(c) is defined as the negative log
likelihood of the probability of encountering an instance of the concept. The
probability of a concept c is given by the frequency of c in the corpus freq(c)
divided by the number of concepts in the corpus N . The more specific a
concept, the higher its information content.

Because WordNet allows multiple inheritence res takes the least com-
mon subsumer with the highest information content. IC(ci) is the informa-
tion content of ci and LCS(ci, cj) are the LCS of ci and cj .

Definition 2 Resnik measure (res)

relres(c1, c2) � max
c∈LCS(c1,c2)

(IC(c))

The jcn measure additionally uses the information content of the concepts
that are compared. The distance between two concepts is defined as:

Definition 3 Jiang and Conrath measure (jcn)

reljcn(c1, c2) � IC(c1) + IC(c2) − 2 ∗ max
c∈LCS(c1,c2)

(IC(c))

In the WordNet Similarity package jcn is implemented as a similarity mea-
sure.

The lesk (Banerjee and Pedersen) measure uses the number of identi-
cal words in the extended WordNet glosses of two words as a measure of
relatedness.

The path measure uses the shortest path between two words in the
WordNet graph. We will use the term relatedness measure because it is
more general and subsumes distance as well as similarity measures.

4 Word Context Relatedness

Since we want to measure the semantic relatedness of a word and a context
we have to define a word-context relatedness measure that uses the WordNet
measures. For the first evaluation we used a slightly modified version of
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Kozima and Ito’s definition [8] of semantic relatedness. They used a semantic
vector space, so they could directly define the distance between two words
in context dist(w,w′ | C) by taking the vector distance. A context C is
a multiset consisting of the previous δ words in the dialog, where δ is the
context width.

In our case rel(w,w′) is one of the WordNet based relatedness measures.
For the first evaluation we did not use cross part-of-speech measuring, the
Brown corpus was the basis for the information content files needed for the
lin, res and jcn measures, and we took the whole dialog (e.g. both speakers
in each dialog of the CallHome corpus) as the context.

The relatedness of a word and a context is defined as the sum of the
relatedness of the word and all words in the context.

Definition 4 Word-context relatedness

relW(w | C) =
1

| C |
∑

w′∈C

rel(w,w′)

4.1 Performance Measuring

To calculate the performance of a measure we used the method described
in [8]. We used this performance measure because it allows us to compare
differently scaled semantic relatedness measures. To measure the word pre-
diction performance for a word wp in a context C, the vocabulary V =
{w1, . . . , wn} of the whole dialog is ordered according to each word’s relat-
edness to the context so that

relW(wi1 | C) > relW(wi2 | C) > · · · > relW(win | C)

for all n words of the vocabulary V . Suppose k = ip is the position of word
wp in this ordering. The performance for wp is:

Definition 5 Performance Measure

perf(wp) =
| V | /2 − k

| V | /2

If the word wp occurs in the first half of the ordered vocabulary list, the
performance score is positive. If it occurs in the second half it is negative.
The performance scores are between −1 and 1. Using this measure we calcu-
lated the following scores for the eight different WordNet based relatedness
measures. For distance measures the ordering has to be reversed.
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4.2 Evaluation Results

We used a context-width δ = 5 in all our performance measures. We used
five dialogs from the English CallHome corpus, and calculated the average
performance value for verbs and nouns.

We also ran tests with δ = 10 and δ = 15; the average scores were
slightly higher, but the ranking of the measures did not change. Due to the
computationally expensive implementation of some measures, we took the
lowest context-width.

The evaluation tables contain the name of the relatedness measure, the
part-of-speech (N for noun and V for verb), and the mean performance val-
ues for each part of speech. The last column contains the mean performance
value for nouns and verbs together and determines the ranking of the mea-
sures. As one can see from Table 1 the measure jcn has the best overall
performance, followed by the measures wup and path which are based on
path lenghts.

Rel POS Performance
jcn N 0.387 0.385
jcn V 0.383
wup N 0.299 0.313
wup V 0.328
path N 0.333 0.307
path V 0.281
lesk N 0.299 0.288
lesk V 0.277
res N 0.290 0.288
res V 0.286
hso N 0.254 0.227
hso V 0.201
lch N 0.250 0.225
lch V 0.200
lin N 0.220 0.194
lin V 0.169

Table 1: Word-context relatedness
performance

Rel POS Performance
lesk N -0.002 0.212
lesk V 0.427
hso N 0.068 0.186
hso V 0.305

Table 2: Word-context relatedness
performance across POS

It is surprising that the wup and path measure, which are only based
on path lenghts have such good performance scores. The good performance
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of the jcn measure was already reported by Budanitsky [3] for the task of
malapropism correction.

Figure 2 shows the mean performance of some measures for the five
dialogs, for all dialogs, and for noun and verb measures together. We can
see that the performance varies significantly from dialog to dialog. Since
the performance score is always bigger than zero, we can conclude that the
measures perform better than random.

1 2 3 4 5 All Dialogs Noun & Verb
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0.7

Dialogs
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NOUN−jcn
VERB−jcn
NOUN−wup
VERB−wup
NOUN−res
VERB−res
NOUN−lin
VERB−lin

Figure 2: Word-context relatedness performance

5 Crossing Part-of-Speech Boundaries

Table 2 shows the results for the two measures that allow cross part-of-
speech comparison, namely hso and lesk, for which the context contains
nouns and verbs.

The lesk measure performs very well for verbs and is unusable for nouns,
which gives an overall performance score of 0.212. The prediction of verbs
from a context containing nouns and verbs performs better than from a
context containing only verbs. The prediction of nouns from a mixed context
performs worse than from a context containing only nouns, which is shown
in the noun column of lesk in Table 2.

The hso measure also performs worse for nouns when using a mixed
context (see Table 2) and better for verbs, but it is still outperformed by
the lesk measure.
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6 Changing Dialog Context

Semantic relatedness measures can also be used for speech recognition of
multiparty dialogs. This section evaluates the performance of the measures
for different dialog contexts. The CallHome corpus only includes dialogs
between two speakers. The words in the context can come either from the
whole dialog or just from the monolog.

Therefore we divided a dialog D into a set of monologs {M1 . . . Mn} each
monolog corresponding to one speaker. The set of all subdialogs is given by
the power set of D, P(D). The context words can be restricted to each of
these subdialogs.

Since we consider dialogs with two speakers only, the possible subdi-
alogs are the monologs, and the whole dialog. For our evaluation we used
the word-context relatedness and resctricted the context to the monologs
(The performance of word-context relatedness for the whole dialog is al-
ready shown in Table 1).

As Table 4 shows, the performance decreases in general when using just
the monolog context, relative to Table 1, which uses the whole dialog as a
context. Only the jcn measure still performs quite good when using just
the monolog.

7 Word Sentence Context Relatedness

The performance of the word-context relatedness gives us a hint how well
the measures will work for algorithms that work in a left-to-right manner,
e.g. in the rescoring of word graphs or n-best lists. For the rescoring of word
graphs one has to extend the definition to the relatedness of two words in
context, which can then be used to rescore the transition probabilities in the
word graph. For n-best lists one has to calculate the relatedness for each
sentence in the list.1

For the rescoring of n-best lists it is however not necessary to proceed in
a left-to-right manner. The word-sentence-context relatedness can be used
for the rescoring of n-best lists. This relatedness does not only use the
context of the preceeding words, but the whole sentence.

It can be defined in the following way: Suppose we have a sentence
S =< w1, . . . , wn >. Let pre(wi, S) be the set

⋃
j<i wj and post(wi, S) be

1It is also necessary to translate the non-probabilistic relatedness measures into prob-
abilistic measures.
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the set
⋃

j>i wj. Then we can define the word-sentence-context relatedness
as:

Definition 6 Word-sentence-context relatedness

relS(w,S | C) = relW(w | pre(w,S) ∪ post(w,S) ∪ C)

Rel POS Performance
path N 0.392 0.398
path V 0.405
jcn N 0.367 0.367
jcn V 0.368
res N 0.344 0.356
res V 0.369
lesk N 0.247 0.295
lesk V 0.343
lch N 0.265 0.236
lch V 0.207
hso N 0.248 0.221
hso V 0.195
lin N 0.220 0.194
lin V 0.169
wup N 0.206 0.184
wup V 0.163

Table 3: Word-sentence-context re-
latedness performance

Rel POS Performance
jcn N 0.334 0.315
jcn V 0.297
path N 0.256 0.222
path V 0.188
lch N 0.249 0.217
lch V 0.186
lesk N 0.237 0.210
lesk V 0.183
hso N 0.230 0.200
hso V 0.171
res N 0.214 0.183
res V 0.153
lin N 0.192 0.167
lin V 0.143
wup N 0.184 0.164
wup V 0.144

Table 4: Word-monolog-context re-
latedness performance

When using this measure the context width is δ = 5 plus the number
of verbs/nouns in the sentence the word belongs to. So we expected the
performance to be better than with the word-context measure. As Table 3
shows, this is not the case in general. The path and res measure perform
better for nouns and verbs, and the lesk measure performs better for verbs.

8 Performance Comparison

8.1 Noun Measures

T-tests for paired samples indicated that the performance values of the path
measure using the word-sentence-context and the whole dialog (path d s)
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were significantly higher (p < .05,#nouns = 722) than all other noun-
related measures , except the jcn measure using the word-context and the
whole dialog (jcn d w). Revealing the second-highest mean performance,
jcn d w performed significantly better than most other noun-related mea-
sures (paired samples t-tests; p < .05,#nouns = 722), except path d s,
res d s, jcn using the word-context of the monolog (jcn m w) and jcn us-
ing the word-sentence-context (jcn d s). We can conclude that the jcn
measure performs best when using the word-context, but there is no signif-
icant difference if the whole dialog or just the monolog is used.

8.2 Verb Measures

According to t-tests for paired samples, lesk using a mixed word-context
of the dialog (lesk cross d w) performed significantly better than all other
verb-related measures (p = .05,#verbs = 597), except path d s, which
had the second-highest mean performance value. It has to be evaluated
if the lesk measure using a mixed context and the word-sentence-context
(lesk cross d s) outperforms path d s.

9 Conclusion

In this paper we have given a ranking of the usefulness of different semantic
similarity measures based on WordNet for word prediction in conversational
speech. We have shown that there are significant differences in the perfor-
mance of these measures.

All measures perform better than random on this task, with the jcn
measure performing best for nouns using the word-context of the whole
dialog or the monolog, and the pathmeasure performing best for nouns using
the word-sentence-context of the dialog. The same result for the jcn measure
was obtained by Budanitsky [3] for a different task. The lesk measure
performs best for verbs using a mixed word-context. We can conclude that
different measures should be used for the prediction of nouns and verbs, and
for different contexts.

These results should allow an investigation of the use of the best per-
forming measures for the task of speech recognition hypotheses rescoring for
multiparty dialogs.
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